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The study included 35 patients, adults with epilepsy who currently take lamotrigine, and looked at long-term dosing
using two currently on-market epileptic generic drugs. Events Guide Television Theater Video: Below are relevant
articles that may interest you. Lamotrigine, a widely used drug for the treatment of epilepsy, is an ideal drug for this
assessment, says Privitera, particularly because it has also been the subject of the noted problems with generic switches
and complaints to the FDA. The maker of Budeprion XL , Teva Pharmaceutical Industries, recently announced that it
would conduct a clinical trial comparing its product against the original, Wellbutrin XL. An error has occurred. To
further confirm the findings in this study, a single-dose study of the same generic lamotrigine products is currently
underway. A new study led by Michael Privitera, MD, professor of the Department of Neurology and director of the
Epilepsy Center at the University of Cincinnati Neuroscience Institute, tested two generic lamotrigine prescription
antiepileptic products and found no detectable difference in clinical effects among patients in the trial. Phenytoin is a
widely prescribed Some specialists, though, worry that the allowable range for bioequivalence is too wide, especially for
patients who are taking medication to control problems like arrhythmias or seizures. But insurers tend to argue
otherwise.Jan 15, - You get your epilepsy prescription refilled, open the bottle, and see that the pills look different this
time. A quick look at the label tells you that instead of the brand-name medication you're used to, this time you received
a generic. Does it matter? For most people, it shouldn't. By law, generics have to have. Jul 23, - METHODS: This
randomized, double-blind, multiple-dose, steady-state, fully replicated bioequivalence study compared generic
lamotrigine to brand-name Lamictal in "generic-brittle" patients with epilepsy (n = 34) who were already taking
lamotrigine. Patients were repeatedly switched between masked. Jul 23, - Subjects were generic-brittle adult patients
already taking lamotrigine for either focal or generalized epilepsy. We defined generic-brittle as having a potential
problem with generic switching by virtue of (1) a history of reported prior exacerbation of seizures or side effects
following AED formulation. Hi, everybody. I just joined this site yesterday. I saw a forum where a few people were
discussing transitioning to generic lamotrigine (just released) from Lamictol. But now I can't seem to find the forum. I'm
considering the generic switch and am wondering if anyone's done it yet, gotten advice on it, etc. Please help! All these
data must be interpreteted against a background of concern, amongst both patients and doctors, that generics will not be
as effective as the original trade-name medication (no one seems to expect that the generic will be more effective). In
other words, there is a degree of expectation that the generic won't work. Aug 3, - Epilepsy Society welcomes findings
of study which shows a generic and branded version of lamotrigine both perform equally well. versions of the drug
Lamictal, the original brand version of the drug, and a generic lamotrigine. Results showed that few of the patients had
worsened seizures or side effects. Dec 19, - Lamictal (lamotrigine) has one of the highest treatment effectiveness ranges.
The therapeutic dose is around mg, but many people need a higher dose. The brand name of the drug is Lamictal and the
generic is called lamotrigine. When the generic came out seven years ago, it wasn't very trustworthy. Apr 29, - It's an
anti convulsant that is especially effective for treatment resistant depression. It also helps my rapid cycling, hypomania,
OCD, psychotic and ADHD symptoms! This is why I got so ill with the generic lamtrigine. Whether you take Lamictal
or the lamotrigine works for you, as it does many people it truly. No one can really say what the best generic would be,
for any medication. The reason being, everyone reacts to medication differently, so what might be the best for me could
be horrible for you. I imagine that the side effects you are experiencing could be caused by some of the inactive
ingredients in the. Jul 7, - Reassurance as to the bioequivalence of generic formulations of the antiepileptic drug
lamotrigine with the branded product, Lamictal (GlaxoSmithKline), has come from a new study sponsored by the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The study showed that two disparate lamotrigine products.
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